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Helping clients achieve financial
wellbeing in a world worth living in.
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Responsible investing is a defining characteristic of our
investment approach and is an important component in
creating long-term value for our clients.

Here we share how we evaluate our fund managers’ processes

across the spectrum of environmental, social and governance (ESG)

factors. Incorporating responsible processes into our investment

decision-making provides the opportunity for us to use money as a

force for good, and crucially, it makes investment sense.
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Our approach to
responsible investment
Helping clients achieve financial
wellbeing in a world worth living in.

This advertisement has not been reviewed by the Monetary Authority of Singapore and the Securities and Futures Commission in Hong Kong. 

The value of an investment with St. James’s Place will be directly linked to the performance of the funds selected and may fall as well as rise.

You may get back less than the amount invested. 1



We are a FTSE 100 wealth management business that places
trusted advice at the heart of everything we do.

Since we began trading in 1992, we’ve grown rapidly to become one 

of the largest UK wealth managers. We recognise that every client 

has different needs and aspirations and so offer personalised advice

that covers financial, investment and tax planning, designed for their

specific life stage and goals.

Responsible investing is no longer solely of interest when

considering the effect our money has on environmental and social

concerns; it also makes financial sense. The way a company

approaches environmental, social, and governance issues plays a

significant role in its long-term prospects and appeal to its investors,

suppliers and customers. As stewards acting on behalf of our clients

we recognise our responsibility to drive long-term positive change.

Who we are
We have significantly evolved our

approach to responsible investment over
the past seven years

- 100% of fund managers are PRI signatories

- Publication of first Portfolio Carbon Footprint Report

- ESG added to Investment Committee’s responsibilities

2018

2016

- Signatories of the Principles for Responsible Investment (PRI)

- Launch of Sustainable & Responsible Equity Fund

- Signatories to UK Stewardship Code

2014

- Responsible Investment Team Formalised

- Signatories to the Task force on climate related

financial disclosures (TCFD)

- Joined Net Zero Asset Owner Alliance

- Responsible Investment Manager Assessment rewritten

2019

2020

2021

- ESG assessments initiated for all fund managers

- Responsible Investment Committee formalised

- Adoption of Responsible Investing Policy

- Responsible Investment Approach formalised

Proud to be members of:
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A responsible business
We are building responsible investment and sustainability into our
culture through advocacy, enthusiasm and insight.

In 2020:

• We were awarded the Community Mark by Business In The Community for

sustained and strategic social investment into our communities.

• All our fund managers signed up to the Principles for Responsible

Investment and we became members of the Net Zero Asset Owner Alliance.

• We supported our Partner Practices to become responsible businesses, with

Good Business Charter accreditation.

• We enhanced our parental leave policy for all employees.

• We created online learning materials for families to share lessons on

financial education.

• We joined the 30% Club mentoring scheme to inspire greater gender

balance across all levels of our business.

• We continued to offset our residual carbon footprint, making us

operationally carbon neutral for the second year in a row.

• Our support with the Duke of Edinburgh’s Award helped transform lives and

give young people from all backgrounds, cultures, and abilities the best

possible start.

Proud members of
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“ As we transition to a sustainable, low
carbon economy, the consideration and
evaluation of ESG factors is a crucial
component of responsible investment.

Petra Lee

Responsible Investment Consultant

What is ESG?

”

Increasing our consideration of environmental, social
and governance (ESG) issues help us better assess a
company’s long-term risks, opportunities, and the
consequences of their activities on the world.

Responsible investing is not new. The need to reduce waste,

be more efficient, treat employees, customers and the wider

community well have always been fundamental to good

business practice.

Responsible investing is about considering the global impact

businesses have on the world and people around them.

Tap the icons to learn more
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Considering ESG factors is a priority for all our fund managers.

Our fund managers continually assess if the businesses in which

they invest are making accurate judgements on any potential ESG

risks.

ESG in action

Adverse impacts

For example, when an oil company

extracts fossil fuels, they’re burnt and

contribute to greenhouse gas

emissions and increased global

temperatures.

Sustainability risks

For example, an extreme weather

event causes an oil rig to malfunction.

Equally, changes in demand, quotas

or regulation could restrict a

company’s operations or profitability.

Companies affect
the world

The world
affects companies

Because world events can affect how companies perform, our fund

managers also consider how global ESG factors can influence the

businesses in which they invest, now and over the long term.
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Risks and opportunities
All companies have key ESG risks and opportunities depending
on their location, the materials they use, and how they
manufacture their products and services.

Transitioning to a sustainable economy can create a range of ESG

risks as well as opportunities. Our external fund managers consider

all factors that are materially relevant to the industries and

companies in which they invest.

industry, creating risks and opportunities
for investors. It’s vital that climate

change, like any risk type, is understood,
recognised and managed actively.

Mark Sutton

Chief Risk Officer

“ Global climate change has significant
implications for the financial services

The mismanagement of ESG factors can lead to

reputational damage, a reduced client base, and a

decrease in demand. In recent years companies

with poor ESG practices have suffered

increasingly from this type of risk.

The introduction of ESG laws and regulations

can alter the business practices, profitability

and company viability.

Although potentially reducing environmental

risks and improving working conditions,

introducing new technology can disrupt

production and services.

Companies with solid ESG credentials

are likely to benefit from increased client loyalty

and enjoy a strong reputation with stakeholders.

Improving production and distribution efficiency

can save costs and reduce environmental damage.

Organisations pro-actively seeking innovation to

address social or environmental issues could be

better positioned for the global economy of the future.

Companies adapting to change, effectively managing

risks and seizing opportunities, are more likely to

survive our global economy's changing needs.

”

Transitional risks Opportunities

Market &

reputation

Policy

& legal

Technology

Brand &

reputation

Resource

efficiency

Products

& services

Resilience
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We know everyone’s financial journey is different. Our
proposition has always been clear: provide financial advice
tailored to our clients’ objectives and be there to review and
adapt it over time.

As we live longer, planning for 100-year lifetimes could become

crucial to secure financial wellbeing in a world worth living in. For

many clients, thinking about how their investments support

environmental, social, and governance issues is increasingly

important when considering their goals-based plan.

To meet this need, we continue to evolve our services to provide

a range of solutions specific to client needs, goals and beliefs.

Our investment proposition

Responsible investment as standard
At St. James’s Place, we are continually looking at ways to develop 

and enhance our responsible investment approach, working closely 

with our external fund managers to encourage and support 

the considerations.

Our entire fund range meets high standards of responsible investing

by integrating ESG considerations into all investment decision

making and actively engaging with company decision makers.

Details about these solutions can be found between pages 8 and 12.
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The way we select, monitor and change fund managers is a
distinctive feature of our investment proposition and it has
guided our business for many years.

Our global research process helps us pick from the world’s leading

fund managers and assess their investment approach. All external

fund managers must treat responsible investing as seriously as we do,

and adopt the high expectations we set.

Before engaging a fund manager, they need to prove that they have an

established code of conduct for responsible investing.

This includes:

• Being a signatory to the Principles for Responsible Investment (PRI)*

• Naming an accountable individual to implement responsible

investing into all investment decisions

• Having an ongoing commitment to improve responsible investing

integration and engagement

• Submitting their responsible investing policy to our Investment

Committee for review

• Making ESG commitments in the legal agreement.

* In the unforeseen event of having to appoint a new fund manager at short notice, we

would allow them time to become a signatory of the PRI.

Selection of fund managers
Responsible investment as standard

A+
We have been awarded the
highest rating by PRI for
the last three years.

100%
All of our fund managers
are signatories of the PRI
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Since 2014, we have undertaken a dedicated engagement
programme with all our fund managers to monitor their
approach to responsible investment.

Our approach incorporates daily oversight from our team of

investment professionals to make sure every fund manager

continues to meet their responsible investment objectives.

Our internal analysts also monitor trends, as well as any emerging

risks and opportunities, which are discussed with fund managers.

These are discussed with fund managers who have responsibility

for the investment decisions they make.

In 2020, our responsible investment team held over 150 meetings

with fund managers on ESG integration and engagement.

Monitoring

Managing
risk

We carefully select

fund managers for

their quality but also

to ensure their

investment styles

provide real

diversification.

Access to
expertise

Peace of
mind

We continuously The specialist skills of

monitor external fund our investment

managers. When consultants are not

needed, we can change ordinarily available

managers without to private investors or

additional charges or other financial

tax consequences. adviser teams.

Engagement

Monitoring focus

The ongoing discussion between a company and

fund manager on financially material ESG factors.

Integration Consideration of each company’s ESG factors

within a fund manager’s investment process.

Responsible investment as standard
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Our monitoring process includes an annual responsible

investment assessment. This is completed by every fund

manager and is specifically tailored to the asset class held in

the fund, manager engagement meetings and the continual

monitoring of ESG data. Issues and concerns are escalated to

the Investment Committee. Failure of a fund manager to meet

our standards of responsible investment can be a reason for

us to terminate the relationship.

How a fund manager can drive company change differs
according to the asset class held within the fund.

For the purpose of focusing on responsible investment, asset 

classes are grouped into various categories. Each category has a 

different method of enacting change as well as different risks and 

opportunities for consideration.

We have developed responsible investment assessments for each 

asset classes so that we conduct more accurate appraisals, set 

explicit expectations and provide support to the fund manager.

Asset classes

Equities

Share ownership entitles the fund manager to vote at company

meetings on topics raised by the company board. These include 

ESG issues, director pay increases and company strategy.

The ongoing engagement and influence the fund manager has with

a company can directly alter its long-term direction.

Fixed income

Fixed income assets provide loan capital to large companies and

governments in return for known interest payments.

With less opportunity for influence once the debt is in place, fund

managers exert their influence when undertaking their initial due

diligence. ESG standards of the company, or issuing nation, and

time horizon are important considerations.

Responsible investment as standard
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Of all the compelling ESG factors, climate change is our
principal area of focus, as we believe it requires a seismic
shift in the global economy.

Many governments have set legally binding targets to reach net zero 

carbon emissions by 2050. This transition to a low-carbon economy will

create winners and losers for companies as they strive to change.

A company’s attitude to change, and its ability to do so economically, is 

something our fund managers assimilate into their decision making. All 

investment decisions based on climate change are explicitly monitored 

through our annual manager assessment and reported to our clients.

We disclose the total carbon emissions emitted by the companies in 

each of our portfolios/managed portfolio funds offered in Singapore, 

Hong Kong and Shanghai. We are also publishing an annual Task Force

on Climate-related Financial Disclosure (TCFD) report. This encapsulates 

our commitment to incorporate climate-related risks and opportunities

into our risk management process.

Climate change
Responsible investment as standard
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Members of Net Zero Asset Owner Alliance

By joining the Net Zero Asset Owner Alliance, we have made a public
commitment that all our investment portfolios will be carbon neutral by
2050, if not sooner. We will start to set shorter term goals to reduce

carbon emissions by 2025. The NZAOA uses the collective voice of
those managing over $5 trillion of assets to encourage large
companies to reduce how much carbon they emit.

Physical risks of climate change

Acute Event-driven crises can result from increased severity of
weather events such as cyclones, hurricanes and floods.

Chronic Long-term shifts from increasing temperatures include
rising sea levels and areas becoming uninhabitable.

Average global surface temperature, 1880 - 2020 (°C)

The five warmest years since records began in 1880 have all occurred
since 2015, while nine of the 10 warmest years have occurred since 2005.

1.0

0.5

0.0

-0.5

-1.0

Source: NOAA National Centres for Environmental Information, 2021

https://documentcloud.adobe.com/link/track?uri=urn:aaid:scds:US:a949330a-1b14-4f59-9076-23e8581fba45
https://documentcloud.adobe.com/link/track?uri=urn:aaid:scds:US:96174a2a-e6cc-4d16-98f7-86e6af133dc3
https://documentcloud.adobe.com/link/track?uri=urn:aaid:scds:US:7be17cc1-5159-4579-b8be-526ee8b55867


Engagement
Our fund managers maintain an ongoing discussion with
companies in which they invest on financially material ESG
issues.

We make sure all engagement is subject to oversight from our

Board and Investment Executive Committee.

Our Responsible Investment team provides sophisticated ESG

insight through access to appropriate training.

We set minimum standards for our fund managers during selection so

they can meet our expectations for responsible investment.

We continuously monitor fund managers to verify they are conducting

engagement activity.

Our control enables us to remove mandates if fund managers do

not meet our expectations.

We remain in contact with our fund managers to discuss activity and

share our strategic insight.

We share our processes and activity, so our clients are comfortable with

investment decisions.

Our policies and processes help to manage any conflict of interest.

We set clear expectations for fund managers when exercising

voting rights.

Responsible Investment as standard
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Our engagement model

When investing with us, we seek our clients'

personal views on responsible investment.

We define responsible investing standards

for fund managers. We assess these when

selecting and monitoring them. When we

see a benefit, we can change managers

without additional charges or tax

consequences to our clients.

Our fund managers apply their responsible

investing expertise to encourage

companies to improve their practices.

Where appropriate, fund managers can

exercise their rights to formally

demonstrate ESG expectations.

Companies are encouraged to improve their

practices, driving better outcomes for the

client, environment and society.

The value of an investment with St. James’s Place will be directly
linked to the performance of the funds selected and may fall as
well as rise. You may get back less than the amount invested.

Visit our website to find out more about our engagement
and stewardship approach »

https://www.sjp.co.uk/~/media/Files/S/SJP-Corp/document-library/reports/2020/shareholder-engagement-policy2020.pdf


As stewards of our clients’ wealth, we continually refine our
approach as both our world and the focus of responsible
investment changes around us.

After listening to our clients, we have:

• Integrated responsible investing standards across our range of

investment solutions

• Published the carbon emissions of all our Portfolios / Portfolio 
Managed Funds offered in Singapore, Hong Kong and Shanghai

• Held responsible investing webinars with our client community

• Started to offer paperless Wealth Accounts

• Hosted virtual meetings and webinars supporting client and

Partner understanding of our responsible investing approach

• Created personalised solutions to meet client-specific responsible

investment goals.

Listening to our clients

74%
of clients believe they have a duty

to combat climate change.

93%
of clients agree that companies

should be as environmentally and

socially responsible as possible.

83%
of clients think it’s important for

the financial services industry to

promote a sustainable world.

76%
of respondents support

investment managers

persuading other companies to

become more sustainable.

Increasing our breadth of

reporting on responsible

investment topics.

Our focus areas
in 2021

Publishing our first business-wide

Task Force on Climate-Related

Financial Disclosure report.

Further embedding

responsible investment

within head office roles and

throughout the Partnership.

Source: The Wisdom Council, 2020. Survey of 2,000+ UK consumers and 114 clients

of St. James’s Place.
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Environmental factors look at a company’s relationship
with the natural world and the effects of a changing world
on a company.

Environmental factors

Higher temperatures and extreme weather events can

be predominately attributed to increased human

activity. Greenhouse gases such as carbon dioxide,

methane and nitrous oxide are emitted into the

atmosphere which lead to climate change.

Discarded materials produced by human activity can destroy

habitats and cause harm to people, plants and animals.

Reducing waste helps preserve the world’s scarce resources

and promote a sustainable way of life.

Energy efficiency is using less fuel to perform the same task with

the aim of reducing waste. It brings the benefits of reducing

greenhouse gas emissions, reducing energy costs, achieving a

lower carbon footprint, and meeting environmental targets.

The variety of plants and animals on Earth is known as

biodiversity. Lower levels of variation can disrupt

ecosystems, sometimes irreversibly. Human activity is

reducing natural habitats, ecosystems and with it,

levels of biodiversity.

All life depends upon the availability of suitable water. The impact of

climate change pollutes oceans and reduces fresh water levels in large

regions of the world, causing hardship to millions of people and stress

to ecosystems.
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Social factors
Social criteria look at a company’s relationship with
people, including their treatment of employees and
customers, how they manage their supply chain,
and their involvement with local communities.

Inclusion and diversity, flexible working,

appropriate remuneration, and

employee benefits can drive increased

loyalty and retention, which translates

into long term business success.

Meeting appropriate social standards

for human rights, employee wellbeing,

and product quality are common criteria

required by core suppliers.

Businesses which are conscious of their

local community's needs are less likely

to face resistance to change and more

likely to reap rewards of advocacy,

loyalty, and support.

Protecting people's rights, including their right

to life, liberty and expression, freedom from

slavery, persecution, or torture should be

available to all, without discrimination.
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Governance factors
Governance considers how businesses are managed
and overseen, including balancing stakeholders'
needs alongside a culture promoting strength and
long-term prosperity without excessive risk-taking.

Ensuring the best value for money is gained for

senior company leaders setting and leading

business strategy. Direction and resulting

performance is a key interaction between

company boards and company shareholders.

The ability to make balanced board-

level decisions relies on the right

people being in place with the

relevant skills, experience and

acceptance of culture.

We expect businesses to have measures in place to

reduce their risk of being susceptible to any form of

criminal activity.

Businesses promoting a clear, balanced,

and understandable assessment of their

position and prospect benefit from higher

confidence levels from stakeholders.
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The ‘St. James’s Place Partnership’ and the titles ‘Partner’ and ‘Partner Practice’ are marketing terms used to describe St. James’s Place representatives. Members of the 
St. James’s Place Partnership in Singapore represent St. James’s Place (Singapore) Private Limited, which is part of the St. James’s Place Wealth Management Group, and it is 
regulated by the Monetary Authority of Singapore and is a member of the Investment Management Association of Singapore and Association of Financial Advisers (Singapore). 
Company Registration No. 200406398R. Capital Markets Services Licence No. CMS100851. Members of the St. James’s Place Partnership in Hong Kong represent St. James’s 
Place (Hong Kong) Limited, which is an insurance broker company licensed with the Insurance Authority (Licence No. FB1075), a licensed corporation with the Securities and 

Futures Commission (CE No. AAV439) and registered as an MPF Intermediary (Registration No. IC000852). Members of the St. James’s Place Partnership in Shanghai represent 
St. James’s Place (Shanghai) Limited which is part of the St. James’s Place Wealth Management Group and is a Wholly Foreign Owned Enterprise (WFOE). WFOE registration 

No. 91310000566573326L. Please note that due to local legislation we are unable to offer our financial planning services to nationals of the People’s Republic of China. 
St. James’s Place Wealth Management Group Ltd Registered Office: St. James’s Place House, 1 Tetbury Road, Cirencester, Gloucestershire, GL7 1FP, United Kingdom. 

Registered in England Number 02627518.
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